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Access a Vast Ocean of Information 
with the MarineTraffic Application

The oceans are vast, but thanks to digital technology, anyone with an  
Android* tablet can view a particular ship’s position, see its projected 
course and replay its route.  Users can also see ports and updated 
weather information like wind speed and check estimated time of arrival 
and departure at over 5,000 ports worldwide.  

A wealth of stunning photos and details about various vessels and fleets 
is accessible with the tap of a finger and users can choose from different 
map styles.  The clean, user-friendly interface makes the MarineTraffic 
app a pleasure to operate.  

MarineTraffic Presents a Wealth of Maritime Data to   
Android* Users 

With over a million downloads, this app presents a host of details and 
up-to-date information. Users can browse over a million photos of ships, 
ports, lighthouses and more, all on their powerful, high-resolution screens.  
These responsive mobile devices offer users hours of solid performance 
so they can harness the valuable resources within this tremendous  
application.

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
For maritime professionals, explorers and marine enthusiasts, the MarineTraffic Ship Positions app is the most  
popular tool for ship tracking on mobile devices.  Now optimized for Intel® Atom™ processor-based Android* tablets, 
this remarkable app lets users track vessels all over the world in real-time.
 

Features of Marine Traffic 
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*  

  • Real-time Vessel Tracking
  • Details about 400,000 vessels
  • Route Replay
  • Over One Million Photos of 
     Ships, Ports and Lighthouses
  • Updated Wind Reports
     and much more



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Android* Brings Real-time Maritime Data into Users Hands  

The Marine Traffic Application delivers a treasure trove of timely information right onto high-definition Android* 
screens.  After easily downloading the app, adventurers, professionals and nautical enthusiasts have access to all the 
high seas knowledge they need.

MarineTraffic is available for immediate download on Google Play. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.marinetraffic.android


